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Song at the Sea

(Exodus Chapter 15)

Twice a year, we reenact the celebration and thanksgiving of the Israelites after they safely
crossed the Red Sea by singing “Shirat Hayam” - the Song at the Sea (henceforth referred to as
“The Shirah”). Whether in the regular reading of Parashat Beshallach, or on the 7th day of
Passover, this seminal event in Jewish history is a momentous occasion that reaches across
millenia, raising us out of our seats in our 21st Century prayer communities.

The Shirah is the only public Torah reading of the year that has extended periods of call and
response reading between reader and assembled listeners. Participation in this ceremony involves
the community in the Exodus in a personal way that ties past and present, tradition and
modernity, offering a melding of formative communal experience with personal narrative.

While there are different traditions around the public reading of this section, the version
illustrated below represents the tradition at Kehilat Hadar. The entire aliyah containing the
Shirah is present below. The “call and response” protocol has 3 parts: a) the reader’s introduction
(the call), b) the community’s reading (the response), and  c) the reader’s repetition. The reader
starts with an introduction, serving to alert the community that its part is at hand. The community
participates by singing its part. The reader then completes her responsibility to transmit the
words of the Torah to the community, repeating the community’s enthusiasm. Each party does its
part in the reenactment of the Israelites becoming a true people independent of oppression,
tyranny, and injustice, led by the God of their ancestors.

We rise at the beginning of Chapter 15, and remain standing until the end of the aliyah.

The reader’s call is marked by boxed text .
The community’s response is marked by highlighted text, which is then repeated by the  reader.

Melodies for this section vary, but in most cases the music serves to reinforce the call and
response structure, with the “call” melody ending unresolved to prompt the desired “response”,
which resolves, and is repeated by the reader. In verse 11, the middle phrase (marked by **) is
said first as a response by the community, then repeated as the call by the reader.
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Pronunciation Note: In an effort not to print the
four-letter Name of God, the Name is   represented in
the Hebrew text as  . It is pronounced “adonay.”


                   

                       
                    

                           
                       

                     
                            

              
                      

                     
                       

                  
                       
                  

               
                      

                          
                             
                           
                
                         
                            

           

Transliterations of Community Responses
1. mee-mee-nam umeesemolam
2. sus verokhevo rama vayam
3. vayhee lee leeshu’a
4. adonay shemo
5. yemeenekha adonay tir’atz oyev
6. mee kamokha nedar bakodesh
7. nora tehilot osey fele
8. ad ya’avor am zu kanita
9. le’olam va’ed
10. sus verokhevo rama vayam
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